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“a spurt in new faculty hires,” along with what seems to be a “step-up in quality” at a few schools. “It is encouraging.” However, he added that those new hires “may not be the best for the community at large. We should take a more critical view of that talent pool than we do.”* *He also spoke about a “resurgence in the life of the science in the university.” What is clear is the field of science, and the world in which it resides, has
undergone profound transformations. “It is no longer as abstract as it once was,” says Osler. “It’s also become more practical. There’s more of a clinical and even political emphasis.” For instance, bacterial strains in food poisoning are being examined, as are the implications of those bacterial strains on human health. “You can now look at the genome of a microbe and actually predict what it would do,” he says. *He also discussed

the various units that now form the College and Research University. These units work together to engage with the external world. They “engage the community, but do so in a different way,” says Osler. They are “much more interactive than they used to be.” *For all this activity, Osler says universities need to look carefully about “how to support faculty in their capacity as engaged leaders.”* *Osler said that the College’s
engagement with the larger community should “overlap a bit with the College’s contractual obligations.”* *He also added that his audiences with the community tend to be “a little chatty.” He prefers, however, to be a little “off-hand.”* *Osler said he has worked hard to understand “the logic” of the university’ 3da54e8ca3
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